
 

       

  Bulletin No 4 September 2015 
 

GMB MEMBERS NEWS IN G4S RBS 
 

 

Update on RBS Contract Pay Talks 
 
Dear Members  
 
Just to update you on the Living Wage issues and 2015 pay talks.  As you are aware GMB wrote to the Chief 
Executive of RBS outlining our concerns and arguing the case as to why they should engage with G4S as your 
employer to fund a proper pay award and to introduce the Living Wage pay rates, as the minimum rate of pay across 
the contract now. 
 
We received a very poor and disappointing response from RBS, who basically said they have three years to bring the 
rates in and it will be done at contract renewal dates - so no plans to invest any of their massive profits into security 
officers who it engages through a third party arrangement with G4S.  
 
From the information GMB have we believe that this decision will leave G4S staff well below the pay rates of other 
staff at RBS that are contracted through a third party arrangement, like cleaning, catering, mailroom and reception 
services.  Because RBS are arbitrarily delaying increases until renewal dates it will mean that security officers are 
treated less fairly than other contracted out staff across the RBS contract, whilst RBS take all the credit of being a 
Living Wage Employer, but at the same time not actually paying the workers!  
 
GMB members deserve better than that and the job you do deserves to be respected, GMB are calling on RBS to 
treat security workers with dignity and respect and pay for decent standards, starting by introducing the Living Wage 
Rates now.  
 
We have approached G4S for further discussions and will be consulting with your reps about what steps to take next. 
GMB are also calling on all G4S workers on the RBS contract to join the GMB Living Wage Campaign - look out for 
campaign information in the next few weeks.  
 
If you're not in GMB now is the time to join with your colleagues fighting for decent pay and standards on the RBS 
contract.  Contact Dave Gigg for union details on tel no 0778625557 or email: dave.gigg@uk.g4s.com, or simply go 
to www.gmb.org.uk/join  
 
We will keep you updated on any progress from the next meeting  
 

Regards  

Jude Brimble  
GMB National Officer 
Commercial Services Section  
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